With effect from 1st January 2020, the ROPME list of Approved Oil Spill Dispersants is as follows:

- CHIMEC CHIMSPERSE 6000*
- Corexit® EC9500A**
- Corexit EC9500B**
- Dasic Slickgone NS
- Disperep 12**
- Eflochem OSD ECO HD
- Finasol OSR 51
- Finasol OSR 52
- OD 4000 (PE 998)
- Radiagreen OSD**
- Super - Dispersant 25

* for sea and beach but not for rocky shore
** for sea, but not for beach and rocky shore

The existing stock of Seacare Ecosperse LT23 and NU CRU may still be used during the shelf life until exhaustion.